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her cattle on the hoof. Attempts to organise a trade
in dead meat have not succeeded. Tanning, which
employed much labour on the hides, is now very little
done in Ireland.
Wool, which up to the close of the eighteenth century
was an important product, largely manufactured at
home, is now, in the main, exported raw. There are
woollen factories of some note at Cork, and at Athlone,
manufacturing very good tweeds ; and smaller ones
at Galway, Kilkenny, and Kilmacthornas in County
Waterford, at Lucan near Dublin, at Convoy in
County Donegal, and other places. But the persons
employed by textile industry altogether scarcely
exceed ten thousand in the whole Free State.
Development of transport facilities killed the old
trade in salt beef which was a great Irish industry
up to the close pi the Peninsular War. England
preferred to import beef fresh. But the trade in bacon
continued, and as transit quickened it was possible
to get more lightly cured bacon on to the English
market. There are now some twenty factories,
chiefly in the South of Ireland, the largest at Limerick
and Waterford, and they may employ in all some
2,000 hands. But the development of. this directly
subsidiary industry is far less than it might be, con-
sidering the proximity of the English market, because
the Danes, with superior application of industrial
intelligence, beat Ireland in this trade, as they do also
in the making and marketing of butter.
Milling is increasingly concentrated in a few centres :
and these mills are chiefly producing flour from im-
ported grain. A few small mills grind local grain,
but this trade has little more national importance
than that of the local shoemaker. It is subsidiary
to agriculture, but only in a very small way: the
farming population, except in the limestone district
of County Galway and some other parts, use only
imported flour, and the grain which they grow is
~ mainly oats to be fed to animals.

